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BLOWER MOTOR BASICS
Jeff Guldan
SC motors have been the standard blower motor
technology in HVAC equipment for decades.
Since variable speed ECM’s became available in the
mid 1980’s, they have only been offered in the premium ultra-high efficiency units. In 2006, a third type of
blower motor was introduced to meet the 13 SEER
mandate. It was called the X13 or Constant Torque
ECM. It used the same motor technology as the variable speed ECM, but it didn’t use a variable speed controller. The idea was that the HVAC system would
meet the new efficiency standards without the price tag
of the premium units. It was the “better” offering in the
“Good, Better, Best” sales approach.

P

Now that the FER (Fan Efficiency Rating) Standards
have been imposed by the Department of Energy,
ECM’s will replace PSC blower motors in almost all
HVAC equipment. PSC motors will still be around for
several years, but as replacement parts only. What are the
main differences between these three types of motors?

PSC (Permanent Split Capacitor)
Induc on Motors:

PSC motors use AC current at a frequency of 60Hz
which energizes the stator windings. When current
flows through the windings it induces a magnetic field.
At the same time, it induces an opposing magnetic field
on the rotor (that is why they are called Induction Motors). Because opposite magnetic poles repel, the result
is that the rotor’s magnetic field wants to push away
from the stator’s field, creating rotation. A run capacitor is used to help start the motor and to correct the
power factor, which aids in making the motor run more
efficiently.
PSC stators consist of six poles. When you run a sixpole motor at 60 Hz, you will always get a speed of
between 1000-1200 RPM. These motors will try to run
at a specific speed within a fairly wide range of external static pressure (resistance in the duct system). The
only way you can change speed on a PSC motor is by
“tapping” the winding. The longer the windings in the
speed tap, (which means more electrical resistance) the
lower the speed.

As the external static pressure increases (closing registers, filter loading, etc.) the motor will slow down.
When that happens, the motor amperage will go
DOWN. The winding temperature will go UP. This
type of motor runs at about 60% efficient and will typically run at a higher temperature than an ECM. The
average power consumption for a PSC motor on a unit
with a 3 ton system would be about 550 watts in cooling mode and 525 watts in constant fan mode.

ECM (Electronically Commutated Motor) Variable Speed Motors:

ECM’s are brushless DC, three-phase motors with a
permanent magnet rotor. Their efficiency comes from
the fact that they are three-phase motors and they don’t
have to induce a magnetic field on the rotor. Variable
speed ECM’s are controlled by an equipment brand and
model-specific motor control module. This control
module sequentially energizes the motor phases to
achieve rotation. Single phase AC power at a frequency
of 60 Hz is sent to the control module. The AC power
is rectified to DC. The microprocessor in the control
module is programmed to convert the DC power to a
synthetic three-phase to drive the motor. In addition, it
can also control the frequency (which controls the
speed in RPM) and the amount of torque (current/
power) it delivers to the motor. As external static pressures increase, there is a predictable, corresponding
increase in motor speed and an increase in amperage.
That means there is an increase in air velocity and
noise, as well.
Because the relationship between speed, torque, airflow
and ESP is calculable, the equipment OEM can “teach”
the motor it’s operating characteristics in almost any
conditions, (within reason). For that reason, variable
speed ECM’s are sometimes called “Constant Airflow”
motors. That is also why there are no “universal” replacements. They are brand and model specific.
This type of motor runs at about 80% efficient. The
average power consumption for an ECM V/S motor on
a unit with a 3 ton system would be about 400 watts in
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cooling mode and less than 100 watts in constant fan
mode.

mind that air noise could increase and you might blow
condensate off coils, etc.

ECM (Electronically Commutated Motor)
Standard, Fixed Speed, Constant Torque or
X13 Motors:

The equipment OEM programs the taps for a specific
torque (not speed). They determine the level of torque
needed for different product and static pressure applications. For example, they might program something
like this: Tap #1 = 100% torque; Tap #2 = 85% torque;
Tap #3 = 65% torque, etc. And that will determine the
airflow for that product at that static pressure. *NOTE:
Many manufacturers only program the taps needed for
their equipment, meaning some taps may not be active.

Constant Torque ECM’s are based on the same motor
technology as the V/S ECM. There are onboard electronics that convert the AC current to DC and synthetic
three-phase. The main difference from the V/S is that
there is no control module so it does not allow for wider speed ranges or constant airflow algorithms. Constant Torque ECM’s are controlled by 24 volt signals.

There are typically four or five “SPEED” taps. However, they do NOT actually change the speed of the motor. Each tap is programmed by the OEM to provide a
constant level of torque (current/power). Constant
torque is not the same as constant airflow. These motors act similarly to PSC motors when static pressure is
increased, in that the airflow will drop off. It just won’t
be as drastic a drop. But, unlike a PSC, the amperage
and wattage (torque) will STAY THE SAME. Keep in

This type of motor runs at about 80% efficient. The
average power consumption for an ECM Constant
Torque motor on a unit with a 3 ton system would be
about 400 watts in cooling mode and 200 watts in constant fan mode.
Just a reminder that the FER (Fan Efficiency Rating)
Standards have been imposed by the Department of Energy, ECM’s will replace PSC blower motors in almost
all HVAC equipment.

GOING - GOING - GONE!

Contact your Territory Manager
TODAY for availability

Once they are gone,
they're gone!
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MONROE BARCODE PROGRAM
Scan to order from anywhere!
1. Call your Territory Manager (TM) to register for the program.
2. Download the Monroe Equipment App from App Store or Google Play Store.
3. Login using your email and customer number provided by your TM. The email address used will be sent
a confirmation of the order upon submission.
4. Touch the RESTOCK button to begin an order.
5. Enter the JOB ID. This can be a Purchase Order (PO) number, job name, stock, etc.
6. Select SHIP DATE. Orders placed late in the afternoon will not ship next day. Please include any notes
for the order.
7. Touch the UPC scan tool (circled below) to scan the barcode. You can use the UPC from the barcode
catalog, off a computer screen or from the product box or part label.
8. Select QUANTITY.
9. Note JOB ID if it differs per product.
10. Touch ADD TO LIST.
11. When all items have been added to the list, press SUBMIT. An order confirmation will be sent via
email.
Products are being added daily to the barcode program with the intent that all of our most popular
items will be scannable. We are continuously updating our App to make it easier for everyone to use. A
comprehensive barcode catalog is also in process. Please watch for more details coming soon.
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WHY YOU SHOULD BE INSTALLING CONDENSATE NEUTRALIZERS
Jessica Radtke
ll high efficiency, gas fired furnaces, boilers and water heaters produce
condensate. Condensate is produced when flue gas temperature drops
below 130 degrees. Condensate contains several ingredients including hydrochloric acid, sulfuric acid, and nitric acid and will generally have a PH between 2.9 and 4. At these levels, the condensate is considered acidic and can
cause environmental harm and damage to piping systems, septic systems and
treatment facilities. Condensing appliances can produce 0.75 gallons of condensate for every 100,000 BTUs and it can take 10 gallons of clean water to
dilute one gallon of condensate. With the help of a neutralizer, you can increase the Ph level of acidic condensate before it is expelled.

A

Monroe Equipment is proud to offer Neutra-Safe condensate neutralizers!
These tube style neutralizers have built-in unions and o-ring seals at each end
to ensure ease of installation, service and replacement of media. It comes in a
clear tube to allow for visual inspection prior to replacement. The media is a
blend of calcite and magnesium oxide.
Neutra-Safe is not a new product, however it is an often overlooked product offering, including the fact that
most plumbing codes prohibit the disposal of acidic waste without treatment. There are many “pros” to offering installation of condensate neutralizers to your customers including:





Environmental benefits
Protects drain and piping
Law/code compliance
Repeat sales- Inspection/replacement of neutralizers can be done during yearly maintenance.

Will Supplies Last!
The P51-870 Digital Manifold provides ultimate system measurements with
ease. This 4-valve manifold provides fast and accurate measurements for
refrigeration and a/c systems.
 4.3” full color touch screen display
 Digital and graphical representation of pressure and temperature measure-

ments
 Displays vapor and liquid saturation temperatures
 System superheat and subcooling calculations
 On board data logging; export to your computer through USB or to your

phone via the Mantooth app
 Pressure hold mode displays rate of change for both vacuum and positive

pressure measurements
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COMMERCIAL CORNER
Mike Byars and Allyse Panaro

Monroe’s Engineering Design Services

M

onroe Equipment’s primary objective is to
provide our contractor base with high quality
equipment and materials at competitive prices. Our
company has a history of combining these products
with second-to-none services such as training, technical service support and commercial engineering
that have helped our contractor base become successful marketplace leaders. At the present, we have
a total of six engineers and
designers in our design
services and management
team – a tremendous
amount of knowledge, expertise and experience to
help you succeed!
In the case of commercial
installations that require
drawings for either the
State of Wisconsin or local jurisdiction approval,
we are capable and willing
to assist our contractors
that do not have access to
credentialed design personnel with the approval process. This service will be performed in exchange for
a nominal fee and a signed purchase order for the
equipment and materials necessary to complete the
installation. We will ask for a signed copy of this
document acknowledging the design fee in addition
to a signed purchase order before our engineering
department will begin consultation and implementation of a design. Often equipment and material
quotes are completed prior to implementation of the
design process. It is important to note these quotes
are subject to change at completion of the design
process and often will not reflect all of the materials
necessary to complete the job.
All plans prepared by our engineering department
will have a design focus on code compliancy with
emphasis on minimum requirements to satisfy state
or local reviewers. We strongly recommend installations that exceed our state’s minimum requirements,
but final installation practice and accuracy to drawings is the sole responsibility of the contractor. If you
request, an engineering staff team member will visit
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the job for compliancy to minimum requirements
and complete a compliance statement.
Monroe Equipment’s design fees will be charged as
stated within each quote. Requests to specify or include existing equipment will be addressed on a case
by case basis and may be subject to additional fees.
That design fee is in addition to the state (or local
municipality) plan review fee. If a local municipality
or state agency has jurisdiction, that fee is used instead of the typical state fee. In other words, the local jurisdiction fee structure is NOT added to the
typical state fee – only
the local jurisdiction fee
structure is used.
Currently, commonly applied separate jurisdictions include projects located within the City of
Milwaukee, the City of
Madison, or Wisconsin
Department of Health
projects. Their fees are
under a different fee
structure, again based upon square footage; some
smaller projects may cost
less than the normal state
fee, whereas larger projects may cost significantly
more. So it is crucial to understand proper jurisdiction.
Both the Engineering Design Fee and State (or Municipality) Fee will be clearly noted towards the bottom of our commercial quote, separate from equipment costs.
We appreciate you considering our engineering department to assist on your projects. When you accept
the terms of any proposal, simply sign and email a
copy of the signed proposal and purchase order to
apanaro@monroeequipment.com or fax a copy to
262-783-8180.
Should you have any questions, please feel free to
contact Allyse or anyone on the design team at 262783-8190.
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GETTING TO KNOW YOU
Barb Beckett
eet Katherine, our newest Territory Manager in the Madison area. She has been
with Monroe Equipment for about a month now. Katherine grew up in Deerfield so
she knows the area well.

M

Katherine’s entire background revolves around sales in some way. She began by teaching
ballroom dance, which led to selling high-dollar lesson packages that took her around the
U.S., then around the world. Eventually, she decided to start her own business. She already had a passion for formulating her own all-natural cleaning supplies, so she turned
that into a cleaning business, which she eventually sold. Most recently she worked for
Pella Windows & Doors as a Commercial Architectural Consultant.

Katherine Barthel

The Territory Managers position attracted Katherine because it is an opportunity for her to support local contractors and utilize their unique qualities to help them reach their individual goals and grow their business.
Katherine enjoys cooking and yoga. She and her husband Tim like most outdoor activities; kayaking, dog parks
and campfires. Katherine is a purposeful gardener and likes growing things that have a specific use. He husband
Tim is usually busy wrenching away in the garage on his classic Harley motorcycle.
A fun fact about Katherine: in 2003 she designed the logo that was selected for the Cambridge Renaissance Faire.
It was used for anything related to that event. What a great accomplishment!
On Katherine’s bucket list is something dangerous, unnerving, and a little bit weird, and a lot of crazy…. she wants
to try noodling. Basically, she wants to dive underwater and stick her arm in a hole in the hopes that a large catfish
will clamp down so she can pull it out as her prize.
Please help welcome Katherine to our Monroe family!

YOU CAN HELP FIGHT HUNGER ALONG WITH MONROE

Aixa Stelter
OU can help fight hunger along with Monroe
Equipment. During the month of October, Monroe
Equipment will be hosting a food drive benefiting the
Hunger Task Force.

Y

Our goal is to collect 500 lbs. of food or raise $500 to
help those in our community. All non-perishable food
items or cash donations can be dropped off at any Monroe Equipment location.
Hunger Task Force is community supported and locally run,
and all food is provided free of charge to their local network
of food pantries, soup kitchens, homeless shelters and senior
apartments. Hunger Task Force feeds local children, families
and seniors healthy and nutritious foods—for free—to a network of 70 emergency food organizations.

Upcoming Events
November 28, 2019: CLOSED for Thanksgiving - ALL Locations
November 29, 2019: Closing at Noon - ALL Locations
December 24, 2019: Closing at Noon - ALL Locations
December 25, 2019: CLOSED for Christmas - ALL Locations
December 31, 2019: Closing at Noon - ALL Locations
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